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3d visualization: an on-screen scoreboard adds 3d visual perspective to
your score, and helps you stay focused on what matters most. let the

world know whats going on in your piece with music notation and audio
visualization.3d audio visualization: show theres more to the music than

meets the eye. with the 3d audio visualization feature, you can display the
score, piano part, tabulature or guitar fretboard, along with sound

playback and video. dont forget to show your audience that there is more
to that melody than just the notes. with the 3d audio visualization, you

can see, hear, and feel every beat, tone, and finger position. it makes the
score all the more exciting, and makes the score even more interesting
for your audience. photoscoreultimate even includes a traditional piano
roll visualization, for your older, more traditional instruments, such as

piano and organ. music notation: automatic music notation and
transcription, plus a note-recognition feature that identifies your

handwritten music note by note. photoscore & notateme ultimate has
many features to appeal to almost any music lover. whether you work

with sheet music, play music on an instrument or simply play and
compose, photoscore & notateme ultimate will keep you organized and
productive with an easy-to-use interface, a built-in ruler, and a wealth of
sophisticated editing tools. the key feature of photoscoreultimate is its
music notation editing, which allows you to create music scores, edit

existing scores, or extract musical information from other music files. the
editing modes include:
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